Crossing the mice carrying this "floxed" V H integration sion of those B cells that make a cognate antibody: they with mice that express the Cre recombinase under condifferentiate into either antibody-secreting plasma cells trol of the interferon promoter yields animals that can, or into memory B cells.
Figure 1. Steps in B Lymphocyte Development Regulated by Signals from the Antigen Receptor
Ordered rearrangement of the V, D, and J gene segments is regulated by the pre-BCR complex, which comprises 5 and V pre-B chains in place of IgL; the pre-BCR complex is depicted on the cell surface although it is possible that this complex signals from within the cell. Formation of a BCR with a high affinity for an abundant self-antigen can prevent entry in the mature B cell pool, so negative selection through BCR can operate at the immature/mature transition; positive selection (through low affinity interactions with endogenous ligands) is also a possibility. The results of Lam et al. (1997) indicate that BCR signaling is implicated in controlling the persistence of mature B cells while they recirculate awaiting encounter with foreign antigen.
receptor on mature B cells is continually being tickled repertoire in vivo and thus contribute to the shaping of this repertoire in the periphery. Here, it is instructive to by endogenous antigen or that it can deliver a signal to the cell simply by virtue of being there-without need compare B and T cells. Since T cells see antigen in the context of MHC, one should simply be able to ask of ligand interaction. Circumstantial data indicate that retained BCR expression may even be needed to mainwhether naive peripheral T cells persist in the absence of MHC molecules. Some sleight of hand is needed to tain viability of some B cell tumors. Thus, follicular B cell lymphomas that subject their own Ig V segments to perform these experiments: maturation of developing T cells requires them to see MHC as part of the positive hypermutation rarely give rise to Ig-negative variants, even as a way of escaping anti-idiotype therapy (see selection process in the thymus. So the fate of naive peripheral T cells or foetal thymocytes from a normal Bahler and Levy, 1992) . Similarly, while it is relatively easy to obtain mutants of the mouse B cell lymphoma (or T cell receptor trangenic) donor have been examined following transfer into recipients deficient in MHC class WEHI 231 resistant to anti-IgM-mediated death, this resistance is achieved by modulating BCR signaling path-I or class II expression (Takeda et al., 1996; Tanchot, 1997) . Alternatively, selective expression of MHC class ways in various ways but not by ablating expression of BCR-despite carrying only a single productive Ig II in the thymus has been achieved by intrathymic injection of an adenoviral vector carrying MHC class II genes rearrangement (e.g., see Monroe et al., 1989) . Furthermore, biochemical evidence indicates that BCR transinto an MHC class II-knockout mouse (Rooke et al., 1997) . The findings of these different studies are not mits a signal even in the absence of ligand: reconstitution of BCR in a mouse plasmacytoma can lead to entirely congruent, in part probably reflecting the different experimental strategies but also doubtless influprofound changes in the dynamic phosphorylation state of various cytosolic intermediates in the signaling casenced by the different types of T cell looked at. Nevertheless, the consensus appears to be that, in the absence cade even in the absence of antigen (Wienands et al., 1996) . of appropiate MHC expression in the periphery, the halflife of naive T cells is substantially shortened. Thus, Thus, it is likely that, as discussed for pre-BCR signaling, BCR can transmit a signal without needing a ligand the long persistence of naive T cells in the absence of intentional antigenic stimulation appears in part to represent on another cell type. Nevertheless, this does not address the issue of whether endogenous ligand flect continual tickling by MHC. While provocative, this conclusion with regard to T cell does play a role in maintenance of the primary B cell persistence does not, of course, prove that endogenous to give it a weaker but essential survival signal. The biochemical mechanisms by which the two distinct sigantigen plays an analogous role for primary B cells. How can the issue be resolved? Useful information might nals can be given by the same receptor in the same cell remain a major focus for future study. The other critical be gleaned from comparisons of turnover rates of Igtransgenic B cells carrying different antigen specificiissue is to determine who is responsible for the continual tickling of BCR that is required to keep apoptosis at bay ties-and therefore presumably displaying a different range of affinities for the spectrum of self-antigens.
or whether the very existence of BCR is sufficient to provide a signal, without need of ligand interaction. However, in contrast to the tricks available to T cell researchers allowing them to distinguish thymic and Selected Reading peripheral selection events, it could prove quite a challenge unambiguously to discriminate the effects of diBahler, D.W., and Levy, R. (1992) . Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 89, verse low-affinity self-antigen on regulating entry into, 6770-6774. as opposed to persistence within, the mature B cell pool. It is easy to see why selection into the mature B cell Sci. USA 93, [7865] [7866] [7867] [7868] [7869] [7870] pool should be dependent on BCR signaling: there is no point in populating the mature pool with cells that have gone through the pre-B cell stage without managing to assemble a functional BCR. It is less evident why persistence in this pool should be designed to be dependent on continual BCR signaling. It may relate to the fact that only a small proportion of the mature B cells generated every day actually make it into the longlived recirculating pool. A requirement for continual signaling by BCR could reflect a role for low affinity antigen (both endogenous and exogenous) in the shaping of the repertoire of specificities of long lived B cells: a form of continuously acting positive selection. Maybe this could contribute to ensuring an optimal diversity of useful specificities.
A similar sort of thinking can be applied to the secondary B cell repertoire. The somatic hypermutation inflicted on B cells in germinal centers to facilitate affinity maturation is likely, by way of lateral damage, to give rise to some cells lacking a functional BCR. It is possible that, given the likely alternation of hypermutation and antigen selection, it is useful to have a checkpoint during the generation of the secondary repertoire that asks for BCR simply to be there. However, exiting into the long-lived memory B cell pool must (unlike exiting into the primary repertoire) depend not just on BCR being there but also on its being able to recognize specific foreign antigen with high affinity. This leads to the vexed issue of whether persistence of antigen-specific B cells in the long-lived memory pool depends on retaining BCR expression or whether repeated encounter with high-affinity antigen is also needed. The experiments of Lam et al. (1997) do not address this issue, but they do point toward experimental approaches that could shed light on it.
Thus, while a mature B cell is awaiting a foreign antigen to engage its BCR and deliver a full-scale activation signal, it is continually relying on the same receptor
